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Worksheet for grade 1 english

Click on any topic to view, print or download the sheets. All our sheets are free for non-commercial and personal use. Mindfulness: A Guide to Feelings CardsMindfulness: A Guide to The Senses of The Map How Do You Feel Today? Use these cards to learn the emotions of the adjectives, either by themselves or with our memorable lesson plan series.1st
gradeSocial Emotional If you want to teach your children impeccable grammar skills and want them to speak English without as much as a glitch, it is important to introduce them to the rules of the language early in life. First class JumpStart English sheets are just right for this purpose. Choose from our extensive collection and get your first-graders started
on them today! Free and printed English sheets for first class Privileges of learning good English are not limited to school. The best grammar translates as better communication. This is given that good communication skills keep you in good condition in all walks of life. Thus, it is safe to assume that learning English is one of the first steps to a successful life.
With the large volume of print first class English sheets available, children can practice and polish their skills until they shine. 1st class English sheets - Early introduction for a brighter future It's no secret that the sooner one starts, the better gets on a certain skill. Get your kids hooked up to JumpStart's 1st Class English sheets today! Studies show young
children have an innate ability to learn languages, a talent that wears off as one age. In addition, children who have learned the language at a young age are becoming more creative and analytical. Interactive, fun, free and printed English JumpStart sheets help 6 and 7-year-olds start their journey on a big note! The working sheets of the 1st class of
vocabulary use these sheets to practice and improve vocabulary and use of words. These vocabulary exercises are at Grade 1 level; many of which use pictures to describe the meanings of words. This section also covers suffixes, homonyms, homophones, synonyms, antonyms and alphabetization. Match photography words: a circle picture that has the
same meaning as its word Match and Write words: circle the correct word and write it on the Definition line: choose the correct definition for each word Context Keys: find out the meaning of words using the cross sentence keys to categorize: sort words in the category of Words in groups: strike out the wrong word Sentences: write the right word to complete
the sentence Of match sentences to photos : draw a line of sentences to their photos A few words sense: identify homonyms Homophones: write the right so words to complete each sentence too or two? Um, is there or is there? Me or me? Searching for Words: A Circle of Hidden Words Hidden Letters: Write the right letter in space space Every word
Jumbled words: find out the jumbled words and write their missing letters: fill in the missing letters to complete each word Picture crossword: crossword puzzles with picture keys for kindergarten in class 2 Suffixes: emphasize suffix and circle the root word Identify suffixes: choose the correct suffix to complete the sentence Identify the root word: write the root
word and add ending in -ing Add -ed to Root Words : Write ed at the end of the root words Connection of words: draw lines from one word to another to make complex words Write complex words: use photos as keys to write complex words Synonyms: Match and write words that have a similar meaning Tomeen crosswords: solve these crosswords by
juxtaposition of Antonima's synonyms: choose a word with the opposite meaning of the circle of the word that comes first in alphabetical order.
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